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Global climate change and North American mammalian
evolution
John Alroy, Paul L. Koch, and James C. Zachos

Abstract. -We compare refined data sets for Atlantic benthic foraminiferal oxygen isotope ratios
and for North American mammalian diversity, faunal turnover, and body mass distributions. Each
data set spans the late Paleocene through Pleistocene and has temporal resolution of 1.0 m.y.; the
mammal data are restricted to western North America. We use the isotope data to compute five
separate time series: oxygen isotope ratios at the midpoint of each 1.0-m.y. bin; changes in these
ratios across bins; absolute values of these changes (= isotopic volatility); standard deviations of
multiple isotope measurements within each bin; and standard deviations that have been detrended
and corrected for serial correlation. For the mammals, we compute 12 different variables: standing
diversity at the start of each bin; per-lineage origination and extinction rates; total turnover; net
diversification; the absolute value of net diversification (= diversification volatility); change in proportional representation of major orders, as measured by a simple index and by a G-statistic; and
the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of body mass. Simple and liberal statistical
analyses fail to show any consistent relationship between any two isotope and mammalian time
series, other than some unavoidable correlations between a few untransformed, highly autocorrelated time series like the raw isotope and mean body mass curves. Standard methods of detrending and differencing remove these correlations. Some of the major climate shifts indicated by oxygen isotope records do correspond to major ecological and evolutionary transitions in the mammalian biota, but the nature of these correspondences is unpredictable, and several other such transitions occur at times of relatively little global climate change. We conclude that given currently
available climate records, we cannot show that the impact of climate change on the broad patterns
of mammalian evolution involves linear forcings; instead, we see only the relatively unpredictable
effects of a few major events. Over the scale of the whole Cenozoic, intrinsic, biotic factors like
logistic diversity dynamics and within-lineage evolutionary trends seem to be far more important.
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Introduction
Paleontologists since Cuvier and Lyell have
sought to explain both sudden extinction
events and long-term evolutionary trends by
pointing to changes in global climate (Rudwick 1972). Two of the most obvious possible
examples are the global extinction of dinosaurs and other vertebrates at the Cretaceous/
Tertiary (K/T) boundary, and the extinction of
most large mammals in the Americas at the
end of the Pleistocene. Both of these events can
now be attributed to catastrophic perturbations that are unrelated, or only weakly related, to global climate change: the K/T mass extinction was probably due to the impact of a
large bolide in the Yucatan peninsula (Alvarez et al. 1980; Hildebrand et al. 1991), and a
consensus is forming that the end-Pleistocene
? 2000 The Paleontological Society. All rights reserved.

extinctions were caused largely, or possibly
solely, by human impacts (MacPhee 1999).
Despite these developments, much of the literature going back to Matthew (1915) continues to argue for climate change as a major
driver of North American mammalian evolution in the Tertiary. This literature is motivated by clearly climate-related geographical differences among Recent mammalian faunas.
Very strong tropical-to-temperate zone gradients in species richness (Simpson 1964; Kaufman 1995) and differences in body mass distributions between wet and dry habitats (Legendre 1989) have to have evolved somehow,
so it stands to reason that progressive climate
change would cause these biotic variables to
respond in a highly predictable way.
Many recent studies have worked within
the climate/evolution paradigm. Rose (1981)
0094-8373 / 00 / 2604-0011 / $1.00
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quantified changes in alpha diversity through
the Paleocene and early Eocene and attributed
them directly to climate change. Webb (1977,
1984) and Barnosky (1989) attributed North
American mammalian extinctions throughout
the late Cenozoic to climate change. In a
ground-breaking analysis, Stucky (1990) suggested that although continental diversity was
largely static throughout the Cenozoic, climate change progressively decreased alpha
diversity and increased beta diversity. Van
Valkenburgh and Janis (1993) presented quantitative data that showed a clear decrease, not
increase, in beta diversity-but still sought to
explain both this pattern and the overall diversity trajectory in terms of climate change
and orogeny. Janis (1993, 1997) and Janis and
Wilhelm (1993) explicitly tied extinction rates,
continental diversity levels, and changes in
trophic structure and ecomorphology to global climate trends. Gunnell et al. (1995) emphasized climate as a driver of body mass evolution in Cenozoic mammals, and joined many
other authors in arguing that mammalian
body mass distributions are robust indicators
of habitat and climate.
Because traditional timescales for the Cenozoic terrestrial fossil record have had poor
(-3-m.y.) resolution, many other authors have
attacked the climate/ evolution problem by focusing on critical intervals of known climate
change, and by working with highly resolved
faunal data for localized stratigraphic sections. For example, Clyde and Gingerich
(1998) were able to cite considerable evidence
for abrupt climate change at the Paleocene/
Eocene boundary both at the global scale (Zachos et al. 1993; papers in Aubry et al. 1998)
and at regional scales (Koch et al. 1995; Wing
et al. 1995; Fricke et al. 1998). Following Gingerich (1989), they showed that major faunal
turnover events and ecological shifts in Wyoming were stratigraphically coincident with
the boundary climate event. Thus, they were
able to make a persuasive, albeit circumstantial, case for a causal connection between climate change and an important immigration
pulse.
Meng and McKenna (1998) developed a
similar argument for mammalian evolution
across the Paleocene / Eocene and Eocene / 01-

igocene boundaries in Asia, although evidence for regional climate change in Asia at
either of these boundaries is currently lacking.
In contrast, Alroy (1996, 1998d) and Prothero
(Prothero and Heaton 1996; Prothero 1999) debated whether there was any substantial turnover among North American mammals at the
Eocene/Oligocene boundary, but agreed that
climate in general plays a minor role in pacing
evolutionary change. Cerling et al. (1998) attributed late Miocene mammalian faunal
turnover around the world to floral changes
driven by a drop in CO2 levels. Behrensmeyer
et al. (1997) tested and rejected the hypothesis
of Vrba (1985, 1992, 1995) that climate drove a
major pulse of turnover in the Pliocene of Africa. Vrba (1992) tried to extend her theory to
account for faunal turnover during the Great
American Interchange, although these faunal
changes seem already to be explained by direct effects of this large-scale migration between North and South America (Marshall et
al. 1982).
Many other, similar studies could be cited.
We are not opposed to the "critical interval"
strategy that this literature employs, and in
fact we employ it ourselves in part of our discussion. However, we will begin our analysis
by trying to take a broader view. Our main
goal will be to compare climate and fossil data
with equal temporal resolution for a large part
of the Cenozoic. Thanks to improvements in
quantitative biochronological methods, we
can now resolve the North American mammalian fossil record down to uniformly
spaced, 1.0-m.y.-long intervals (Alroy 1992,
1994, 1996, 1998d, 2000). Likewise, greatly increased sampling of long deep-sea cores and
improvements in correlation now make it possible to examine small-scale changes in climate, sometimes even at Milankovitch timescales, throughout much of the Cenozoic (e.g.,
Zachos et al. 1996, 1997). Earlier studies were
only able to point to general, long-term trends
and a small number of obvious, large-scale
isotope value transitions (e.g., Miller et al.
1987), but the new isotope data even allow us
to quantify the range of variation in climate
within individual 1.0-m.y. bins.
Instead of looking for broad-brush, qualitative correspondences between our isotope
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and mammal data sets, we will begin by taking a rigidly quantitative approach based on
basic time series analysis. Our strategy will be
to look for any possible causal relationship between the data sets. Therefore, each and every
mammalian time series will be cross-correlated with each and every isotope time series. Because of the large number of comparisons, we
expect some correlations to be suggestively
high just at random. Therefore, we will set a
high bar in testing for statistical significance.
We also will avoid overinterpreting cases in
which two autocorrelated time series show a
strong cross-correlation, because such correlations are expected of random walks regardless of whether there is any common causal
factor (McKinney 1990).
Although this point about time series autocorrelation is widely understood in the statistical literature, we feel that it needs to be emphasized. There is a strong temptation to (say)
look at a decreasing climate curve and an increasing diversity curve, note that each one
has a strong trend, and then infer that deteriorating climate has spurred diversification.
But any two curves with strong trends will
show such apparent correlations. For example,
the episodically increasing Cenozoic marine
oxygen isotope curve would correlate strongly with data showing the longitude of North
America during the same period of time, if
only because the steady westward march of
the continent happened to have occurred just
while climate happened to be changing more
or less unidirectionally. In general, then, the
question isn't whether pairs of curves show
trends that go in the same direction or opposite direction. Instead, we want to know
whether the blow-by-blow, interval-by-interval variation in these curves is correlated. In
other words, after taking the long-term trends
and autocorrelation into account, are finescale correlations still visible (McKinney
1990)?
Our time series analysis should identify linear forcings of major aspects of mammalian
evolution by climate, should they operate on
the timescale of one or two m.y. or less. For
example, noting the current latitudinal gradient in mammalian species richness (Simpson 1964; Kaufman 1995), and the fact that lat-
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itude is correlated with mean annual temperature, we might posit that time intervals with
rapidly rising temperatures should be associated with increased speciation or decreased
extinction rates. Yet climate may influence
mammalian evolution in ways that are not
strongly linear. Rather, the response to a climate change of a particular magnitude might
depend on the recurrence time of such events,
or even on whether it is the first such event in
the Cenozoic. If mammal faunas respond to
climate in ways that are strongly contingent
on past major events, or if they respond only
after extreme lags such as 5, 10, or 20 m.y., our
time series approach may not capture the response.
To search for climatic forcing of this sort, we
will conduct a second set of analyses somewhat analogous to the "critical interval" approach. We will identify all the time intervals
where one or more of the mammalian data
sets present clear outliers, and then test to see
if any of the climatic parameters are also significantly outside the normal range of variation at the same time. If the majority of the
mammalian "events" occurred at times when
some aspect of climate is unusual, we would
be able to conclude that climate exerts a nonlinear influence on mammalian evolution,
with effects not being visible until some
threshold of disturbance is crossed.
After running through all possible comparisons of the mammalian faunal data and isotopic data, we will conclude that not only are
almost all of them insignificant, but the few
significant linear correlations cannot be distinguished from statistical artifacts. We then
will argue that the mammalian biota went
through only a handful of major reorganizations during this interval, and although some
kind of environmental change is thought to
have occurred at some of these times, the biotic responses and types of environmental
change vary in each case. Furthermore, reductionistic concerns about the relevance of continental data are misplaced because the mammalian data pertain only to a narrow, and climatically relatively uniform, region of the
continent. Therefore, we will argue that no
case can be made at this time for invoking
long-term global climate change as a major
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and consistent driver of mammalian evolution.
Our analysis is unlikely to be the final word
on this topic. As we discuss below, temperature estimates based on marine isotope data
may have systematic errors and are not necessarily good estimates of climate in continental interiors even when they are accurate. Furthermore, temperature per se may not be as
important to mammals as, say, precipitation.
Nonetheless, we will suggest that the results
are not due to lack of power and are likely to
be replicated by future studies using these
types of data. In making this argument, we
will side with a relatively small number of authors who believe that most major patterns in
mammalian evolution result from biotic factors like competition (Van Valen 1973; Alroy
1996, 1998d, 2000) and key innovation (Van
Valen 1971; Hunter and Jernvall 1995; Jernvall
et al. 1996), with the underlying biotic dynamics being reset periodically by major environmental perturbations.

times results from ice volume changes (Schrag
et al. 1996). For the mid-Miocene this proportion may be as high as five-sixths, and the Eocene / Oligocene shift may have resulted largely (50-100%) from the growth of Antarctic ice
sheets (Zachos et al. 1993; Lear et al. 2000).
However, in the warm Paleocene and early-tomiddle Eocene the extent of continental glaciation was low (Zachos et al. 1994; Lear et al.
2000), so the impact of this parameter on
short-term changes in benthic foraminiferal
1880 values should be minimal.

Shifts in 8180

values in this time interval should correspond
principally to changes in bottom-water temperature.
The temperature of ocean bottom water is
determined at the sites of deep water formation, not at sites of sedimentary deposition.
Today, deep water forms at high latitudes in
the North Atlantic and off Antarctica, where
temperatures are low and salinity increases
seasonally as sea ice forms. This situation has
existed since the late Miocene (Wright et al.
1992). Prior to the late Miocene, all evidence
Isotopes and Climate
suggests that Antarctica had been the domiOur climate proxy will be a composite nant source of global deep waters (Zachos et
curve of oxygen isotope values for benthic fo- al. 1994). There has been speculation that
raminifera from the Atlantic Ocean. This ben- deep-water formation may have taken place at
thic oxygen isotope (8180) curve has been
low latitudes in some time periods: the mechviewed as a proxy for "global climate" in anism would be the sinking of dense, warm
studies of biotic response (e.g., Vrba 1995; brines generated in equatorial regions under
Prothero 1999). It is worth briefly considering extremely warm climates (e.g., during the Late
the controls on this record to evaluate the Cretaceous or at the Eocene thermal maxima
[Brass et al. 1982; Kennett and Stott 1991]). At
plausibility of this assumption.
an
The s180 of
organism is a function of present, however, there is little support for
growth temperature, as well as the 8180 of the this view from either geochemistry or simuwater from which it precipitates calcite (Ep- lations of ocean circulation (Sloan et al. 1995).
stein et al. 1951). The s880 of the world's We suspect that deep-water formation has reoceans is relatively constant spatially, with mained focused at polar regions for most, if
subtle variations in the surface ocean induced not all, of the Cenozoic. Temperature variaby evaporation and freshwater runoff (Zachos tions in subpolar regions, and by extension
et al. 1994). Yet the world's oceans experience the poles, not the Tropics or midlatitudes, are
fairly large temporal shifts in 8180 owing to being recorded in the 8180 of benthic foramithe preferential sequestration of 160-enriched nifera.
water in glacial ice. Consequently, shifts in the
Thus, isotopic records from benthic organisms reflect a complex mixture of changes in
s880 of benthic foraminifera at least partially
record changes in the global volume of conti- both high-latitude temperature and ice volnental ice (Shackleton and Opdyke 1973). For ume, and are not recording "global" climate
example, in the Pleistocene it is estimated that in any simple sense. Nonetheless, we believe
two-thirds of the shift in benthic foraminiferal there are several good reasons to compare our
8180 values between glacial and interglacial mammalian data sets with this record. Some
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reasons involve expediency, but the others
have a more general rationale. The foremost
practical issue is that only the benthic 8180 record is both dense and complete enough to allow the types of tests presented here. Mg/Ca
data may be a more direct proxy for ocean
temperatures, but existing data sets are extremely sparse (Lear et al. 2000), and the robustness of this proxy remains to be fully tested. Records of climate on land for North
America are incomplete. Isotopic records from
surface-dwelling marine organisms in the
middle latitudes of the Atlantic and Pacific are
more complete, but still too patchy for our current purposes. Also, metabolic isotope effects
associated with the presence of endosymbionts in the tissues of some planktonic foraminifera make it difficult to compare records
among different taxa without careful, speciesby-species analyses of paleoecology (Spero
and Lea 1993; Norris 1996). More importantly,
where comparisons between benthic 8180 records and high-resolution records of continental North American climate are available, they
do reveal synchronous trends-at least in the
Paleogene (an issue we will return to in the
Discussion). Finally, a number of authors who
have linked climate change to mammalian
evolution have used the marine record of climate change as their primary reference point.
Scale of Analysis
One might ask why we have restricted our
analyses to a single, fairly large geographic region (western North America), and a single
temporal scale of resolution (1.0 m.y.). There
are three major reasons.
Implausibility of Opposed Local Effects.-A
current trend in the literature is to claim that
different geographic regions show fundamentally different macroevolutionary patterns
(Miller 1998). However, splitting our mammalian data geographically would matter
only if different subregions within western
North America experienced not just different
trends, but opposed ones. Only reversed climate gradients could cancel out biotic responses if the response functions are monoat least some part of our
tonic-otherwise,
data set would still pick up the biotic response. That would occur, for example, if it
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mattered to mammals that during the midand late Tertiary the Great Plains grew colder,
drier, and more seasonal but the West Coast
changed much less. Canceling out, as opposed
to slight masking, only would be appreciable
if (say) West Coast climate actually became
warmer, wetter, and more equable during this
period. Given that no major latitudinal changes and no joining or splitting of continents occurred near our study region during our
study interval, mechanisms for generating
these kinds of reversed intracontinental climate trends would have to be complex.
Lackof Finer-ScaleData.-Using substantially finer temporal bins is impossible because
the temporal resolution of the mammalian
data is just slightly less than 1.0 m.y. (Alroy
1996, 1998d, 2000), even though the method
used to generate the time series is some three
times more precise than conventional, subjective approaches (Alroy 1998c). Greater improvements in the mammalian timescale are
highly unlikely given that the resolution of
our ordination-based timescale is regulated by
the underlying rate of faunal turnover, and
that some 91% of all fossil mammal collections
cannot be associated with independent geochronological age estimates (Alroy 1996,
1998d, 2000). Likewise, studying smaller geographic regions would create unavoidably
lengthy temporal gaps. Even a study restricted merely to the Great Plains and Rocky
Mountains would suffer from a major gap in
the Uintan and Duchesnean (late Eocene),
which can be filled only with data from Southern California (Alroy 1998d). Furthermore,
even the two most fossiliferous states in the
United States present highly episodic records:
Nebraska has no substantial faunas older than
about 38 Ma, and Wyoming yields an order of
magnitude more data from the Paleocene and
Eocene than from younger epochs.
Low Power of Coarser Analyses.-Expanding
the geographic scale of coverage would add
very little data, and therefore would provide a
largely redundant data set. The already extreme geographic concentration of data is
highlighted by the fact that 4787 (96%) of the
lists fall in the western half of North America.
Furthermore, 2966 (60%) can be placed in a
much smaller rectangle centered within the
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TABLE 1.

Benthic

foraminiferan

8180 data for 1.0-m.y.-

TABLE 1.

Continued.

long Cenozoic sampling bins. n = number of samples
falling

in each bin; Midpoint

= estimated

6180 value

at

midpoint of each bin, based on linear regression of 6180
on time for all values falling within the bin; Change =
difference between current 6180 midpoint value and
preceding one; SD = standard deviation of all residuals
around the regression line, i.e., a measure of variability
independent of gradual secular trends within bins; Detrended SD = generalized difference of standard deviation (see text); N/A = not applicable because data are
lacking. Volatility (absolute value of change) is omitted
because these values differ from the changes only by
their sign.
Bin (Ma)

n

Midpoint

Change

59.5
58.5
57.5
56.5
55.5
54.5
53.5
52.5
51.5
50.5
49.5
48.5
47.5
46.5
45.5
44.5
43.5
42.5
41.5
40.5
39.5
38.5
37.5
36.5
35.5
34.5
33.5
32.5
31.5
30.5
29.5
28.5
27.5
26.5
25.5
24.5
23.5
22.5
21.5
20.5
19.5
18.5
17.5
16.5
15.5
14.5
13.5
12.5
11.5
10.5
9.5

8
19
14
13
95
34
12
7
4
0
3
6
14
13
6
10
31
13
14
17
14
15
15
27
38
93
127
99
114
67
31
48
31
41
139
210
199
99
9
14
17
19
23
26
14
7
84
160
156
63
38

0.617
0.414
0.270
0.113
-0.047
-0.203
-0.228
-0.578
-0.584
N/A
-0.600
-0.492
-0.202
0.075
0.197
0.384
0.223
0.408
0.268
0.584
0.719
0.850
1.006
1.112
1.179
1.132
1.816
1.968
1.850
1.969
2.115
2.038
2.151
2.037
1.198
0.966
1.355
1.117
1.408
1.573
1.414
1.298
1.343
1.151
1.213
1.209
1.621
1.802
1.881
1.982
2.144

N/A
-0.203
-0.144
-0.157
-0.160
-0.156
-0.025
-0.350
-0.006
N/A
N/A
0.108
0.290
0.277
0.122
0.187
-0.161
0.185
-0.140
0.316
0.135
0.131
0.156
0.106
0.067
-0.047
0.684
0.152
-0.118
0.119
0.146
-0.077
0.113
-0.114
-0.839
-0.232
0.389
-0.238
0.291
0.165
-0.159
-0.116
0.045
-0.192
0.062
-0.004
0.412
0.181
0.079
0.101
0.087

SD

0.112
0.209
0.188
0.144
0.467
0.197
0.126
0.172
0.146
N/A
0.226
0.165
0.081
0.163
0.164
0.049
0.219
0.303
0.343
0.123
0.100
0.091
0.130
0.227
0.166
0.161
0.259
0.215
0.181
0.213
0.214
0.387
0.298
0.385
0.290
0.260
0.295
0.230
0.192
0.176
0.147
0.173
0.163
0.163
0.102
0.156
0.192
0.232
0.212
0.165
0.129

Bin (Ma)

8.5
75
6.5
5.5
4.5
3.5
2.5
1.5
0.5

n

186
60
267
328
316
304
493
513
528

Midpoint

2.057
2.070
2.206
2.266
2.334
2.457
2.898
3.121
3.433

Change

SD

Detrended SD

0.075
-0.074
0.136
0.060
0.068
0.123
0.441
0.223
0.312

0.179
0.199
0.242
0.330
0.232
0.252
0.327
0.361
0.492

-0.034
-0.002
0.013
0.083
-0.050
0.007
0.073
0.077
0.194

Detrended SD

-0.047
0.064
0.005
-0.032
0.307
-0.090
-0.057
0.016
-0.129
N/A
0.098
-0.034
-0.095
0.019
-0.013
-0.129
0.085
0.101
0.107
-0.129
-0.067
-0.068
-0.027
0.054
-0.046
-0.028
0.071
-0.012
-0.030
0.014
0.002
0.173
0.016
0.137
0.007
0.013
0.059
-0.021
-0.035
-0.037
-0.060
-0.024
-0.045
-0.042
-0.104
-0.027
-0.013
0.011
-0.025
-0.065
-0.090

Western Interior that spans less than 6% of the
continental area. Meanwhile, analyzing the
time series data with larger temporal bins
(say, 2.0 m.y.) would reduce the number of
data points so much that finding any robust
cross-correlations between mammalian and
isotopic data sets would be rendered almost
impossible.
Data
Isotopic Data.-Isotopic data for benthic foraminifera were compiled from 17 DSDP
cores in the Atlantic basin (Table 1, Fig. 1). Age
models for each core were based on a combination of magnetostratigraphy and biostratigraphy, using dates for chron and biozone
boundaries from Berggren et al. (1995). Where
possible, correlations among cores at the 104
timescale were determined by matching cyclic
patterns in carbon isotope values or sediment
properties. Details of the construction and paleoclimatic implications of the benthic curve
will be discussed in a future paper. The density of data generally decreases with increasing age (Fig. 2). This problem is so severe for
the early Paleocene that we have had to restrict our analysis of isotopic data to the period from 60 Ma to the Recent.
Once placed in age models, 8180 data from

all cores were combined to produce a composite curve. The curve was divided into 1.0m.y. bins to facilitate comparison with the
similarly parsed mammal record. Four basic
metrics were determined from these binned
data (Table 1, Fig. 1A-D): midpoint 8180 value,

rate of change, volatility, and variability. To
determine the midpoint 8180 value of each bin,
we regressed 810O on age for values falling in
each bin, then calculated the 81sO value for the
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Cenozoic oxygen isotope records for Atlantic benthic foraminifera. Gap in each line at 50.5 Ma reflects
missing data for that interval. Vertical gray lines show international epoch boundaries; epochs are listed at bottom.
Abbreviations: Pal. = Paleocene; Olig. = Oligocene; P P = Pliocene and Pleistocene. A, Midpoint 6180 value: estimated value at the midpoint of each bin based on a regression of 6880 values against time within each bin. These
data show a strong trend and strong autocorrelation. The y-axis is reversed because positive values are correlated
with low temperatures. B, Change in value: difference between consecutive bins in midpoint 8180 value. These data
are first differences and show no trend and no autocorrelation. The y-axis is reversed as in the preceding panel;
negative changes indicate warming/ice sheet melting and positive changes cooling/ice sheet growth. C, Isotopic
volatility: absolute values of first differences. D, Standard deviation: variability of the residuals produced by regressing 8180 values against time. These data show a weak trend and weak autocorrelation. E, Detrended standard
deviation: generalized differences of the standard deviation data. These data show no trend and no autocorrelation.
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Number of oxygen isotope ratio determinations per l.0-m.y.-long sampling bin.

bin's temporal midpoint from the regression
equation (Fig. 1A). This method should provide a more robust measure of the average
8180 of a time interval than simple averaging,
especially in cases where data show directional, within-bin s880 shifts and the sampling is
uneven through time. We measured the rate of
change in 880 as the difference in midpoint
8180 value between sequential bins (younger
bin - older bin: Fig. 1B). We then took the absolute values of the changes in order to estimate isotopic volatility-that is, the magnitude of changes regardless of their direction
(Fig. 1C). Finally, to estimate variability we
determined the standard deviation of the regression residuals for each bin (Fig. 1D).
Both the midpoint and standard deviation
time series show secular trends and autocorrelation. The midpoint data (Fig. 1A) are very
strongly correlated with time (r = -0.866; p <
0.001), and even after removing this trend
they still have a high serial correlation (i.e., the
correlation between the variable and its own
values lagged backwards by one bin: r =
+0.887; p < 0.001). Cross-correlating a time
series like this one with other autocorrelated
variables would be meaningless, so detrending and differencing is necessary. The generalized differencing method discussed by McKinney (1990) would be appropriate, but owing to the strong serial correlation it turns out
that the first differences we already have obtained (i.e., rate of change: Fig. 1B) and generalized differences (not shown) are almost

identical for this variable. Therefore, we treat
the differenced midpoint 8180 value data set
(Fig. 1B) as our main standard for evaluating
the Cenozoic trend in average 8180 values.
This data set exhibits neither a significant correlation with time (r = +0.227; n.s.) nor a significant serial correlation (r = +0.141; n.s.).
The volatility data set (Fig. 1C) is just a simple
transform of the unproblematic differenced
data, so it was not subjected to further manipulations.
By contrast, the standard deviation data
(Fig. 1D) present more typical features of time
series: a weak but significant correlation with
time (r = -0.300; p < 0.05), and a similarly
weak and significant serial correlation (r =
+0.391; p < 0.01). A correction is needed, but
taking first differences would remove too
much of the signal in this data set. Therefore,
here we did apply the much less draconian
generalized differencing method (McKinney
1990): the data were regressed against time,
residuals were taken, the correlation of the residuals with themselves at a lag of one time
interval was computed, each of the lagged values was multiplied by this correlation, and finally the lagged values were subtracted from
the data. The resulting, corrected curve (Fig.
1E) resembles the raw data fairly closely because of the weak correlations, but differs in
lacking a visible secular trend (correlation
against time: r = -0.033; n.s.) and having less
dramatic medium-duration swings (serial correlation: r = 0.000; n.s.).
While we are confident that the values for
midpoint 8180 and rate of change are adequately captured for all bins with more than
10 or 15 values, we are less sanguine about our
estimator of variability. We explored the sensitivity of our estimator to the dramatic temporal variation in sample size (Fig. 2) by analyzing data from the 0.5-Ma bin. This bin not
only had the most data but also showed the
highest variability, no doubt in response to
Pleistocene glacial cycles. We randomly sampled the regression residuals from this bin
and generated new sequences of residuals
with samples sizes of 500, 300, 150, 75, 50, 25,
10, and 5. We generated 20 randomized sequences for sample sizes from 500 to 25, and
40 sequences for sample sizes of 10 and 5. We
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recalculated standard deviations for each randomly generated sequence of residuals, then
determined the mean and standard deviation
of these 20 or 40 sequences at each sample size.
For bins with sample sizes great than 50, one
standard deviation for the randomized replicates was less than 0.05%o.For samples sizes
of 25, one standard deviation rose to 0.07%0,
and for sample sizes of 10 or less, the deviation
was 0.1%o.Thus, our interpretations of the relationship between variability and mammalian evolution must be tempered by the fact that
our confidence in the variability values is low
for many bins. Fortunately, the density of 8180
samples is high around many (but not all) of
the key intervals of mammalian evolution discussed below.
Mammalian Faunaland BodyMass Data.-The
primary data used here to document North
American mammalian evolution are 4978 lists
of species occurring in faunal samples and
23,125 measurements of individual first lower
molar teeth (Alroy 2000). The lists form the
basis of our diversity curves and turnover rate
estimates, and the tooth measurements are
used as proxies for body mass. The data have
figured in a series of earlier publications (Alroy 1992, 1996, 1998a,b,c,d, 1999a,b; Wing et
al. 1995). Both data sets are restricted to terrestrial, nonflying mammals; are derived from
a set of 2828 publications; and are taxonomically standardized using the companion database of synonymies and genus-species combinations included in the North American fossil
mammal systematics database (NAFMSD:
http: / / www.nceas.ucsb.edu/
-alroy/
nafmsd.html).
The set of faunal lists includes 30,951 taxonomic occurrences and now extends back to
the Early Cretaceous, documenting age ranges
for 1241 genera and 3243 species. The lists can
be viewed on the World Wide Web at the North
American mammalian paleofaunal database
/ -alroy /
(http: / / www.nceas.ucsb.edu
All
of
the
Cretaceous
and Cenampfd.html).
nozoic lists were used in a maximum likelihood appearance event ordination analysis
(Alroy 2000), which establishes age ranges for
genera and species. For reasons outlined by
Alroy (1996, 1998d), 191 Cenozoic localities
from outside of the west (i.e., Mexico, south-
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western Canada, and the western United
States) were excluded from the diversity analyses.
The expanded body mass data set now includes 3398 population samples of 1969 different species. A current version is available at
the NAFMSD. Although body mass estimates
are available for only 61% of the species, these
species tend to be common and long-ranging.
The estimates were derived from the lower
first molar measurements using standard allometric equations that are cited and discussed elsewhere (Alroy 1998b, 1999a,b). Most
of these equations depend on the logarithm of
the length-times-width of the first lower molar, but following Damuth (1990) the log of
length is used for ungulates, and second lower
molar measurements were used for proboscideans. The regression-based estimates may
have substantial errors, and indeed some families and genera may exhibit systematic departures from the relationship seen for their
respective orders. However, occasional estimates that are off by a factor of two, three, or
even ten are unlikely to have much of an effect
on distributions spanning nearly seven orders
of magnitude.
Biotic Time Series Statistics
Methods used to transform the faunal lists
into age ranges and diversity curves are described elsewhere (Alroy 1996, 1998d, 2000).
In particular, Alroy 2000 serves as a companion to this paper. It details some of the new
methods used to prepare the data, which expand and refine earlier techniques. There have
been improvements in the multivariate ordination method used to establish the mammalian age-range data; the interpolation
method used to calibrate these age ranges to
numerical time; and the random subsampling
methods used to standardize the resulting diversity and turnover-rate data. Furthermore,
we use the new, much more methodologically
sound equations of Foote (1999) to translate
raw age-range data into proper turnover rates.
In total we consider five turnover metrics in
addition to the standardized diversity curve:
instantaneous origination and extinction
rates; net diversification (the difference of
origination and extinction); diversification
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volatility (the absolute value of net diversification); and total turnover (the sum of origination and extinction).
Additionally, we computed two statistics intended to measure the rate of change of proportional species richness of major orders. In
other words, these "proportional volatility"
statistics measure the rate with which orders
replace each other. The first statistic, a simple
index, is correlated with turnover rates. The
second, a G-statistic (i.e., likelihood ratio),
measures how much the dominance of different orders changes in excess of what one
would expect at random given the observed
overall origination and extinction rates in each
bin, plus the average turnover rates through
the whole time series for each order. Full equations and time series data are given by Alroy
(2000).
For the body mass data, we relied upon four
standard univariate statistics (the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis) computed across all of the species that ranged
anywhere into each 1.0-m.y. bin. Alroy (2000)
discusses our reasons for believing that these
slightly time- and space-averaged data are biologically meaningful, and for rejecting the
much more common use of "cenogram" statistics (Legendre 1989).
Time Series Analyses
Diversity and Turnover.-While the diversity
curve (Fig. 3) reflects patterns seen in earlier
analyses (Alroy 1996, 1998d, 1999a), several
features are subtly different. In this study
there is less of a consistent difference between
early Eocene and mid-to-late Eocene diversity,
resulting in a more unpredictable overall Eocene trend. Likewise, the recovery from the
latest Miocene extinction is sharper, putting
late Pleistocene levels close the Miocene average.
Also of interest is overall variation within
the turnover rate curves (Fig. 4A-E; see also
Alroy 2000: Table 4). There is a general decline
in turnover rates, especially after the Paleocene; spikes in origination are higher than
spikes in extinction, especially during the Paleocene; and very few discrete pulses of turnover are visible in any of the curves. Nonetheless, in a later section we discuss how some of
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FIGURE3. Sampling-standardized diversity curve for
North American Cenozoic mammals. Curve is based on
subsampling lists that total occurrences-squared quotas
shown in Alroy (2000: Fig. 4). The method allows for
gradual changes through time in alpha diversity.

the outlying points in these curves may relate
to episodes of global climatic change.
Standard deviations within our 60-m.y.long study interval are comparable for origination (0.100), extinction (0.110), and net diversification (0.124). Because of mathematical
constraints, values are lower for diversification volatility (0.077) and higher for total turnover (0.169). These sampling-standardized
data do exhibit comparable variability for
origination and extinction, but fully 36% of the
variation in the origination rates could be removed by correlating this variable against log
standing diversity for the relatively monotonous 60-m.y. interval (r = -0.602,

t = 5.737, p

< 0.001). In other words, more than a third of
the variance can be explained by diversity-dependent models that are based on entirely intrinsic, biological interactions like competition
(Alroy 1998d).
Meanwhile, regressing extinction rates
against log diversity (r = -0.224;

t = 1.749; p

< 0.10) would reduce the variance by a mere
5%. Although unimpressive, this relationship
also could be attributed to intrinsic factors.
The weak correlation is due to the fact that extinction rates fall off during the Cenozoic as
diversity rises. Thus, it may be a side effect of
the Paleocene/ Eocene replacement of volatile,
archaic groups such as multituberculates with
less volatile "modern" groups such as rodents
(Alroy 2000: Fig. 7). A decrease in average ex-
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Cenozoic trends in turnover rates and the proportional volatility of ordinal diversity. The statistics are
discussed by Alroy (2000). A, Origination. B, Extinction. C, Net diversification. D, Diversification volatility. E, Total
turnover. F, Proportional volatility G-statistic.

tinction rates that results from the loss of volatile taxonomic groups is well known for
Phanerozoic marine invertebrates, and it has
been held up as a clear demonstration that major features of biodiversity dynamics can be
governed by intrinsic, biological factors (Gilinsky 1994).

In light of the fact that so much of the turnover pattern can be explained by intrinsic dynamics, it comes as no great surprise that
cross-correlations of the five taxonomic-turnover time series against the isotope data fail to
recover compelling evidence for a causal interrelationship (Table 2). Before discussing
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these results in detail, we need to set some
ground rules for evaluating nominally "significant" results:
1. Many of the variables are more-or-less
normal but do include notable outliers (which
we will discuss in detail in our evaluation of
"critical intervals"). Because of this, we will be
careful to make sure that a correlation holds
up even after removing one or two outlying
data points.
2. Because of the presence of outliers and
slight skewness in many variables, we will explore both Pearson's parametric and Spearman's nonparametric correlation techniques.
These results typically will agree, but when
they do not we will take this as evidence that
the correlations are not very robust.
3. We will be careful not to overinterpret
correlations with low significance values, because our reporting of a large number of cor-

relations makes it relatively likely that a few
"significant" values will crop up at random.
The results are completely unambiguous.
Several weak correlations involving the midpoint 6180 data crop up, but these consistently
reflect coincidental trends in each time series
and are not replicated by the correlations for
change in midpoint s880. Meanwhile, just one
correlation is significant for any comparison
between 1O80data and the remaining four
measures of mammalian turnover. This involves a weak correlation between detrended
8180 SD and origination. However, the relationship is seen only when using Pearson's
product-moment coefficient (rp);it disappears
once we switch to the nonparametric Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient (rs).
Despite the lack of even a close call here, the
question still arises whether some real correlations might be masked by errors in the data
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2. Time series analyses contrasting benthic foraminiferal oxygen isotope data with mammalian biotic data.
Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficients are reported above; Spearman's rank-order correlations are reported below. The latter are favored because they lessen potential problems with outliers and non-normal distributions of variables. "Volatility" is just the absolute value of the change in 180 values. Sample size is 60 data points
for serial correlation and correlation against time; 59 for correlations with midpoint and standard deviation isotope
and volatility,
data, which omit the 50.5-Ma bin because of lack of data; and 57 for correlations with changes in 180O
which additionally omit the 59.5-bin (because of differencing) and 49.5-Ma bin (because of lack of data). * = p <
0.05; ** - p < 0.01; *** = < 0.001.
TABLE

Variable

Time

Serial

Midpoint

Change

Volatility

SD

Detrended SD

Pearson's product-moment correlations
Log richness
Origination
Extinction
Net diversification
Diversification volatility
Total turnover
Proportional volatility (index)
Proportional volatility (G)
Mass (mean)
Mass (standard deviation)
Mass (skewness)
Mass (kurtosis)

-0.433**
0.317*
0.359**
-0.061
0.015
0.420***
0.477***
0.051
-0.712***
-0.865***
0.430***
0.686***

0.792***
0.141
0.247
0.040
0.019
0.282*
0.244
0.086
0.762***
0.939***
0.702***
0.812***

0.294*
-0.275*
-0.360**
0.097
-0.051
-0.397***
-0.444***
-0.045
0.611***
0.724***
-0.311*
-0.639***

-0.032
0.063
0.122
-0.059
-0.023
0.166
0.145
0.030
-0.110
-0.284*
0.090
0.169

0.165
0.012
-0.003
0.012
-0.103
0.005
0.191
0.170
-0.041
-0.050
0.035
-0.165

0.149
0.109
-0.136
0.208
0.122
-0.024
0.083
0.341**
0.024
0.111
0.129
-0.237

-0.002
0.275*
-0.021
0.239
0.138
0.149
0.208
0.379**
-0.143
-0.081
0.224
-0.021

0.211
-0.075
-0.248
0.191
0.111
-0.225
-0.115
0.155
0.124
0.105
0.119
-0.230

0.135
0.039
-0.154
0.156
0.141
-0.112
-0.121
0.147
-0.070
-0.080
0.272*
-0.038

Spearman's rank-order correlations
Log richness
Origination
Extinction
Net diversification
Diversification volatility
Total turnover
Proportional volatility (index)
Proportional volatility (G)
Mass (mean)
Mass (standard deviation)
Mass (skewness)
Mass (kurtosis)

-0.370**
0.319*
0.284*
-0.011
-0.043
0.371**
0.467***
0.098
-0.745***
-0.865***
0.393***
0.708***

0.780***
0.097
0.136
0.065
-0.019
0.149
0.190
0.127
0.722***
0.904***
0.690***
0.829***

or other factors. Perhaps these difficulties
make immediate causal relationships between
climate and evolution hard to see in side-byside comparisons of values. Three such factors
might be important: (1) miscalibration of one
time series or another may mean that we are
comparing bins of nominally identical, but actually different, ages; (2) backwards-smearing
of extinction events and forwards-smearing of
origination events may mean (for example)
that climate events in a bin 1.0 m.y. after an
apparent series of extinctions may actually
have caused those extinctions; and (3) causal
interactions may be mediated by intermediate
factors like evolutionary changes in vegetation
that may delay responses on the million-year
timescale. For all of these reasons, it is of interest to examine correlations where we lag
the isotope data by one sampling bin either

0.220
-0.263*
-0.272*
0.056
-0.009
-0.354**
-0.416***
-0.150
0.655***
0.673***
-0.278*
-0.535***

-0.112
0.053
0.120
-0.051
0.047
0.145
0.054
-0.151
-0.141
-0.273*
0.036
0.110

0.188
0.120
0.005
0.030
0.006
0.052
0.184
0.199
-0.054
-0.158
0.043
-0.100

backward or forward relative to the faunal
turnover data.
The lagged correlations show no greater biological significance (Table 3). At first glance,
it seems as if there is a series of weak but perhaps important correlations involving change
in 8180. Most of these involve extinction or to-

tal turnover. However, these correlations are
highly suspect for two reasons: (1) none of the
correlations are also seen in the unlagged
data, and (2) the extinction correlation is seen
either with backwards or forwards lagging,
which makes no sense in causal terms-how
could an isotopic shift 1 m.y. in the future be
just as important as one 1 m.y. in the past? Instead, the pattern of correlations suggests a
persistent problem with artifactual cross-correlations between time series that have temporal trends: all four of the biotic variables
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3. Lagged cross-correlations among key time series. Lags are of 1.0 m.y. (i.e., one sampling bin) in either
direction. Abbreviations as in Table 6. Forward lags are considered more meaningful because if climate change
drives turnover, then climate change in the past that is lagged forward one interval may be relevant to the current
interval. In contrast, climate change in the future that is lagged backward cannot be.

TABLE

Backward change

Backward
volatility

Log richness
Origination
Extinction
Net diversification
Diversification volatility
Total turnover
Proportional volatility (index)
Proportional volatility (G)
Mass (mean)
Mass (standard deviation)
Mass (skewness)
Mass (kurtosis)

-0.056
0.246
0.188
0.038
-0.189
0.268*
0.308*
0.110
-0.056
-0.288*
-0.045
0.157

0.193
-0.057
-0.005
-0.042
-0.021
-0.037
-0.118
-0.090
-0.070
0.040
0.146
-0.080

0.143
-0.060
-0.083
0.025
0.035
-0.087
-0.104
-0.003
-0.019
-0.003
0.115
-0.139

0.085
-0.106
-0.072
-0.022
0.077
-0.109
0.072
0.115
-0.190
-0.135
0.143
-0.145

Log richness
Origination
Extinction
Net diversification
Diversification volatility
Total turnover
Proportional volatility (index)
Proportional volatility (G)
Mass (mean)
Mass (standard deviation)
Mass (skewness)
Mass (kurtosis)

-0.080
0.248
0.283*
-0.014
-0.208
0.340**
0.315*
0.093
-0.074
-0.270*
-0.062
0.096

Spearman's rank-order correlations
0.178
0.047
-0.117
0.198
0.031
0.020
0.005
-0.081
0.004
-0.111
0.373**
-0.088
0.063
0.101
-0.232
-0.049
-0.028
-0.194
0.016
0.122
0.012
-0.071
0.241
-0.163
0.018
-0.090
0.250*
-0.065
0.073
-0.012
-0.132
0.163
-0.108
-0.017
-0.175
-0.051
-0.081
-0.080
-0.248
-0.157
0.175
0.167
0.015
0.037
-0.039
0.005
0.077
-0.092

0.197
-0.159
-0.133
0.006
0.042
-0.156
0.123
0.204
-0.096
-0.099
0.171
-0.081

Variable

Backward
detrended SD

Forward change

Forward
volatility

Forward
detrended SD

Pearson's product-moment correlations

show moderately to very strong trends (Table
2), and even though the +0.227 correlation of
the change in 180 values with time was insig-

nificant at the p < 0.05 level, it was barely so.
Indeed, after detrending the isotopic variable
every single one of the suggestive cross-correlations drops far below the level of significance.
Even if one wanted to interpret the few consistent correlations, it would be unwise because we have subjected the data to a large
number of analyses without correcting for
multiple comparisons. Just at random, we
should expect several comparisons to be significant at the p < 0.05, and possibly even p <
0.01, level.
For example, a standard Bonferroni correction for these multiple comparisons would
work as follows: we have performed backward, forward, and non-lagged cross-correlations for three key isotope variables matched
with five distinct turnover rate metrics, so if
we want to examine all of our tests one by one

-0.090
0.051
-0.098
0.127
-0.178
-0.031
-0.107
-0.068
-0.073
-0.046
0.143
-0.031

-0.032
-0.046
0.262*
-0.279*
0.040
0.139
0.186
-0.109
-0.155
-0.272*
0.082
0.137

then we really should multiply our alpha levels by 3 X 3 x 5 = 45. Therefore, an apparent
p < 0.001 result actually is equivalent to p <
0.045, and an apparent p < 0.05 or even p <
0.01 outcome is simply not significant. As it
happens, none of the Pearson's correlations in
Table 3 are "significant" at p < 0.01.
The lack of any strong results here argues
against the "turnover pulse" scenario outlined
by Vrba (1985, 1992, 1995), which has been
criticized for other reasons in previous studies
(Alroy 1996, 1998d; Behrensemeyer et al.
1997). This theory specifically predicts that
both origination and extinction rates should
rise at the same time as, or no later than 1.0
m.y. after, any major positive excursion in isotope values. That is, global cooling/ice volume buildup should strongly encourage both
speciation and extinction. No such pattern is
seen in our data.
In summary, we find no evidence for linear
abiotic forcings of turnover rates throughout
the Cenozoic. Quite to the contrary, this and
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earlier studies (Stucky 1990; Alroy 1996,
1998d) have shown that a strong linear biotic
forcing accounts for a substantial amount of
the variation in origination rates. Thus, the
data clearly would have been capable of providing support for a strong causal mechanism
if one had existed.
Relative Diversity of Major Orders.-We examined two measures of the rate of change in
species richness within mammalian orders:
the proportional volatility index and G-statistic (Alroy 2000: Fig. 7). Both show insignificant autocorrelation but only the index shows
a relatively strong trend (Table 2). As discussed by Alroy (2000), the two statistics differ substantially in that the simple proportional volatility index is strongly correlated with
taxonomic turnover, whereas the proportional
volatility G-statistic is not. For this reason, the
G-statistic curve seems to be far more informative and our discussion will focus on it.
The G-statistic time series (Fig. 4F) suggests
four distinct patterns. First, despite the lack of
a general correlation with the turnover rate
data, there still are instances in which high
turnover at the species level results in high
turnover at the ordinal level. For example, the
Paleocene / Eocene transition shows unusual
turnover at both levels.
Second, the rapid and near-total replacement of archaic groups like the multituberculates and "condylarths" by the modern orders may largely be a side effect of generally
high Paleogene turnover rates. Some key steps
in this transition occur at times of little proportional volatility: multituberculates decline
steadily throughout the Paleocene, well before
the modern groups establish themselves; and
"condylarths" lose their foothold during a
stretch of several million years in the early Eocene, well after the Paleocene / Eocene boundary and well before the massive mid-Eocene
radiation of artiodactyls.
Third, there is a weak trend of increasing
proportional volatility, but it is not visible for
the 60 data points in the study interval (Table
2; G vs. time: r = 0.051; t = 0.388; n.s.). The
low points before 60 Ma cannot be explained
as a side effect of unusual turnover rates, not
only because secular variation in turnover
rates was accounted for in computing the G-
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statistic (Alroy 2000), but because rates were
actually higher, not lower, in the latest Cretaceous and early Eocene. Still, the persistently
high G-values suggest the possibility of nonrandom replacement between pairs of ecologically similar major groups, not just the stochastic loss of volatile groups. Testing for direct competitive replacement would be the
subject of another, much more complex analysis.
Fourth and most obviously, a handful of
data points stand out from the rest (Fig. 4).
The second-highest marks the Clarkforkian/
Wasatchian (Paleocene / Eocene) boundary at
-55 Ma, which has been the focus of considerable paleoecological interest (e.g., Clyde and
Gingerich 1998). Surprisingly, there is no high
point at the K/T boundary, even though high
turnover rates and massive changes in ordinal
composition are obvious and well known (e.g.,
Alroy 1999a). Several other high points are
scattered throughout the Oligocene and early
Miocene, an interval where poor sampling
(Alroy 2000: Fig. 4) often complicates any
straightforward biological interpretations of
turnover.
Perhaps the most interesting part of the
time series is a stretch in the mid-Eocene that
includes four of the five highest G-values
(46.5, 44.5, 43.5, and 41.5 Ma, i.e., Bridgerian
and Uintan). This interval corresponds to the
radiation of artiodactyls (and to some degree
perissodactyls), matched by the terminal decline of primates (and to some degree "condylarths"). At 47 Ma, the two modern ungulate orders account for 13.9% of standing diversity, and the primates are near their alltime peak at 12.1%;by 44 Ma, these figures are
35.6% and 5.1%. By 37 Ma, primates have gone
temporarily extinct in North America.
In light of the obvious evidence here for a
major ecological transition, it is almost disappointing to report our failure to find any
meaningful correlation between the proportional volatility data and the isotope data (Table 2). (1) As expected, the proportional volatility index does correlate significantly (if not
very strongly) with the midpoint 818O curve,
because these two time series both show secular trends. Therefore, this correlation must be
put aside as being a potential statistical arti-
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fact. (2) None of the correlations involving the between 3.73 and 4.13 units between 18 and 1
proportional volatility statistic appear when Ma-suggest that any size-related sampling
using both the Pearson's coefficient and the biases are essentially constant throughout this
Spearman's coefficient. The collapse of a cor- entire interval. The pattern more likely reflects
relation involving the 6180 detrended stan- bona fide differential extinction of large mamdard deviation and the G-statistic is particu- mals in the latest Miocene (Alroy 1999b).
Like the somewhat noisier curve for the
larly shocking (rp = +0.379; rs = +0.147). (3)
The lagged correlations (Table 3) are every bit mean, the standard deviation curve increases
as uninteresting, with correlations involving steadily throughout the Cenozoic. The data do
the change in 6180 variable and the propor- show a major downward excursion between
tional volatility index disappearing after de- about 56 and 49 Ma (Fig. 5B). The possible ecotrending the former (as discussed above).
logical significance of this drop is discussed
Distributions.-The
staMass
moment
below.
Body
tistics depict strong patterns of change in the
We employ skewness as a measure of
overall body mass distribution (Fig. 5). All of whether faunas are dominated by small spethese individual statistics show strong serial cies (positive skewness) or large species (negcorrelation and strong trends through time ative skewness). The skewness curve shows an
(Table 2), making them unsuitable for being erratic drift toward negative values, meaning
cross-correlated with the autocorrelated iso- that initially there is a long, thin tail of larger
tope time series (i.e., midpoint value and stan- species, but that by the Miocene large mamdard deviation), as discussed in the Introduc- mals are dominant (Fig. 5C). The trend is retion. Therefore, after describing some major versed in the latest Miocene. Brown and Nifeatures of the body mass data, we will focus coletto (1991) and Marquet and Cofre (1999),
our discussion on comparisons with the re- who respectively studied Recent regional (bimaining three isotope data sets that lack ome-scale) distributions in North and South
America, also found positive skews (although
strong autocorrelation.
Mean body mass increases abruptly at the their values are higher than ours). ConfirmaCretaceous/Tertiary boundary (Fig. 5A). As tion of their results is important because Rediscussed elsewhere (Alroy 1999a), some of cent distributions suffer from a clear historical
this shift is attributable to differential immi- bias: they are influenced by a catastrophic exgration of relatively large species such as basal tinction of megafaunal species that was almost
ungulates, but most of it seems to be due to in certainly anthropogenic, had no clear antesitu evolution. The mean continues to increase cedent in the Tertiary record, and had major
throughout most of the Cenozoic, but slowly. ramifications for local, regional, and continenMost of the trajectory is attributable to strong tal-scale body mass distributions (Alroy
evolutionary trends operating within medi- 1999b). Marquet and Cofre (1999) also argued
um- and large-sized lineages (Alroy 1998b), for the importance of historical factors in govwhich could be explained by any number of erning these distributions. Thus, the current
biotic mechanisms: biomechanical or physio- data suggest that even if positive skewness in
logical optimality, escape from competition the Recent biota is exaggerated, the pattern
with diverse small-sized taxa, an evolutionary still reflects a remarkable late Miocene reverarms race between predators and prey, or high sal in the overall Cenozoic trend that domispeciation and / or low extinction rates of larg- nated before about 7 Ma.
The most important observation for our
er species resulting from the scaling of depurposes is that skewness did generally drop
mographic factors.
A relatively rapid drop in mean body mass through the Tertiary. The overall trend makes
at around 7 Ma is too large to be a sampling sense given a dual-equilibrium pattern: the
artifact. One might think that the Miocene distribution around the small-size equilibridata up to this point differentially sample um point was constant and well filled from
large species. However, the remarkably stable the very start, but only a few rapidly evolving
standard deviation values-which vary only lineages were able to approach the large-size
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equilibrium point prior to the late Tertiary
(Alroy 1998b). Filling of the upper size range
resulted in the distribution's becoming more
evenly balanced, with lower (and eventually
even negative) skewness.
The last statistic is kurtosis, a measure of
whether a distribution has more than the expected number of species in the mid-size
range (positive, or leptokurtic, values) or fewer, in which case a mid-sized gap may be visible (negative, or platykurtic, values). Kurtosis
shows an even more interesting pattern than
skewness (Fig. 5D). Values are slightly negative in the Late Cretaceous and early Paleocene. They rise quickly around 54 Ma and drift
downwards until finally dropping to nearly
-1 by 45 Ma, where they largely remain
throughout the rest of the Cenozoic. Hence, a
large gap in the body mass distribution opens
in the mid-Eocene and remains unfilled (Alroy 1998b: Fig. 1). Alroy (2000: Fig. 9D)
showed that exactly the same bimodal pattern
is seen in a majority of diverse quarry-scale
samples younger than 45 Ma.
The kurtosis pattern has three important
implications. First, the Paleocene / Eocene immigration pulse (Gingerich 1989; Clyde and
Gingerich 1998) registers not just in taxonomic
turnover data, but in body mass data: a drop
in the standard deviation and rise in kurtosis
indicate the rapid filling of the middle size
range by small ungulates, carnivores, and primates. Second, the primate/ungulate transition, which has such a remarkable impact on
the proportional diversity of major orders, is
also expressed as a substantial increase in the
standard deviation and decrease in kurtosis
during the Bridgerian (50.3-46.2 Ma [Alroy
2000]), and arguably continuing into the Uintan (46.2-42.0 Ma). Hence, the mid-Eocene
ecological transition easily ranks as one of the
most important of the entire Tertiary. Third,
the fact that kurtosis hovers around -1, evidencing no strong trend after 45 Ma-despite
episodic drops in mean temperature and increases in seasonality-suggests
that gaps in
the mammalian body mass distribution cannot be linked to climate change in a simple
way. If a link is indicated here, it is in the form
of a nonlinear threshold effect whereby the
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middle size range becomes emptied once climate deteriorates past a certain point.
The lack of any simple relationship between
climate and body mass distributions is supported by the correlation analyses. We find a
series of significant but potentially artifactual
cross-correlations involving midpoint isotope
values and the assorted body mass measures
(Table 2). All of these variables have strong
secular trends, so the correlations are inevitable and, therefore, uninformative.
For the remaining 16 comparisons we find
exactly one case of significance at the p < 0.05
level that is suggested by both the Pearson's
and Spearman's coefficients. Of course, 16
comparisons frequently should yield one such
case just at random. The relevant correlation
involves standard deviation of body mass and
rate of change of s880. Unfortunately, we find
that removing a single outlier changes the result. The change in 6180 of -0.350 units going
into the 52.5-Ma bin is the second highest in
the time series; this bin's body mass standard
deviation of 2.327 is the fourth highest. Without this point, the correlations are insignificant (rp = -0.232; n.s.; rs = -0.236; n.s.). The
lagged correlations (Table 3) are even less impressive. Apart from a similar correlation including this pair of variables, which again disappears once the isotopic data are detrended,
not one of them approaches the p < 0.05 level
of significance.
Critical Intervals
Our exhaustive comparisons of isotopic and
biotic records provide substantial evidence
that mammal evolution and extinction are not
linearly forced by global climate change. The
few cases of apparent cross-correlation are all
attributable either to the presence of outlying
data points or to the presence of strong, misleading autocorrelation in the time series. Our
results should not be misinterpreted as merely
showing that the data are noisy. We do see robust patterns in the mammalian fossil record,
but most of them can be attributed to biological processes such as ecological release in the
wake of the K/T mass extinction (Alroy
1999a), equilibrial diversity dynamics later on
in the Cenozoic (Alroy 1998d), and evolutionary trends within individual taxonomic line-
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ages (Alroy 1998b), all of which are better explained by intrinsic factors like ecological
competition than by extrinsic factors like
mean temperature and precipitation. Similarly, the highly averaged isotopic records used
in our analysis do show major features that
have been interpreted in the past as evidence
for global climatic change, such as the Paleocene / Eocene boundary event, the Eocene
thermal maximum, warming/ice volume decrease in the early Miocene, and shifts toward
cooler climates and/or greater ice volume at
the Eocene/Oligocene boundary, in the late
Miocene, and in the Plio-Pleistocene.
Even though our analyses failed to uncover
strong evidence of linear forcings, they do
suggest an intriguing pattern: a handful of
cases in which a correlation results from one
or two highly anomalous data points. Perhaps, then, climate does have an influence on
mammalian evolution-but only in the form
of occasionally and unpredictably producing
unique, one-time-only biotic responses. To test
this hypothesis more rigorously, here we examine the state of the climate system during
critical intervals documented in the biotic records.
This exercise is substantively different from
the analyses undertaken by Alroy (1998d,
1999b) and Prothero (1999). In those studies,
the authors first subjectively identified intervals of rapid change in the climate record and
then examined mammalian responses during
those intervals. In some sense, this is equivalent to hypothesizing linear forcing; the exercise only makes sense if one expects every major climate event to instigate some sort of biotic response. The test conducted here depends on a less restrictive view of the impact
of climate on mammalian evolution: we merely consider whether the climate system was in
an atypical state during time periods for
which we have objective evidence of major
changes in the biota.
There are six such biotic events in our records, most of which correspond to generally
recognized boundaries in the traditional
North American land mammal age system
(Woodburne 1987; Alroy 1998a, 2000). They
are the Tiffanian/Clarkforkian boundary
(-57 Ma), the Clarkforkian/Wasatchian (i.e.,
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Paleocene/ Eocene) boundary (-56 to 55 Ma),
the early Uintan (-45 to 44 Ma), the mid-Oligocene diversification (-31 to 28 Ma), the latest Miocene and possibly earliest Pliocene (-7
to 4 Ma), and the Pleistocene/ Recent boundary (1 to 0 Ma).
The massive faunal reorganization associated with the late Pleistocene extinction was a
dramatic and highly selective catastrophe that
focused almost exclusively on large mammals
(Alroy 1999b). Because we consider humanfaunal interaction the most likely cause of this
event, we preclude it from further discussion
here. Our data for the 0.99 m.y. immediately
preceding the extinction do suggest a net diversification with high volatility and other
subtle shifts, like a decrease in the standard
deviation of body mass. However, these statistical wobbles are most likely attributable to residual sampling artifacts created by the late
Pleistocene's truly exceptional coverage-in
terms of geography, taphonomy, and sheer
quantity of data. For the other five events, we
will briefly describe the biotic data that define
each one, and then turn to an examination of
the globe's climatic state at the time.
Before proceeding, we will note that several
other events may merit attention at a future
date. Currently, however, we are not confident
that they are anything more than statistical
anomalies. A typical case is the subtle faunal
transition around the very end of the Eocene
(Chadronian/Orellan boundary: 33.9 Ma). Diversity drops slightly in the wake of elevated
extinction rates for the 34.5-Ma bin, and yet
proportional volatility is truly unremarkable
and shifts in the body mass distribution are
small and seemingly aimless. The vast majority of intervals are marked by similar patterns,
with no concordance among statistical measures and data points that all fall comfortably
within two or even 1.5 standard deviations of
the mean. The few exceptions-especially for
body mass distributions-seem to relate to residual sampling artifacts, with some periods
failing to sample either large or (more commonly) small mammals (e.g., data for 32-29
Ma).
Our climatic analysis is simple. In Figures
6-8, we present histograms respectively summarizing the benthic isotope, taxonomic turn-
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over, and body mass distributions. The body
mass data have been transformed into first
differences (changes between consecutive
bins) in order to remove strong autocorrelation (see Table 2). If biotic events in the mam-

mal record are associated with unusual climates, we would expect them to occur in, or
immediately after, intervals with climatic parameter values (Fig. 6) more than two standard deviations from typical Cenozoic values.
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These limits are -0.409 to +0.509 for change
in midpoint

8O80 value, zero (the lowest pos-

sible value) to +0.478 for isotopic volatility,
+0.025 to +0.395 for standard deviation of
isotope value residuals, and -0.161 to +0.164
for detrended isotopic standard deviation. By
this standard, the only significant climate
events are in the following five bins: 55.5 Ma
(high standard deviation and detrended standard deviation), 33.5 Ma (rise in midpoint
8O80, high isotopic volatility), 28.5 Ma (high
detrended standard deviation), 25.5 Ma (drop
in midpoint 8180, high isotopic volatility), and
0.5 Ma (high standard deviation and detrended standard deviation). As we will argue, just
two of these episodes also correspond to one
of the five intervals of major biotic changeeven though we defined the intervals rather
broadly. However, one other biotic event is associated with a longer run of unusual climatic

values, perhaps indicating a nonlinear response to gradual climatic forcing.
1. The Tiffanian/Clarkforkian (Ti/Cf) transition, which essentially falls in the 57.5-Ma
bin, is marked by a sudden drop in diversity
from -52 to 38 species (sampling-standardized data; see Fig. 3). The extinction rate
(0.666) is the most extreme in our entire study
interval. As a result, the volatility and total
turnover rate values are the highest and second-highest in the data set (0.327, 1.004), and
the net diversification value is the lowest
(-0.327). Sampling intensity is uniform
throughout this interval, so this drop cannot
be attributed to variation in sampling per se.
Because the Ti/ Cf boundary occurs so near
the start of our isotopic time series, it is difficult to evaluate the role of climate change in
this event.

The benthic

marine

8180

record

reached an early Cenozoic maximum at 60
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Ma, then declined steadily for 10 m.y. (Table
1). This trend has been interpreted as a sign of
gradual global warming (Miller et al. 1987;
Zachos et al. 1994). While the Ti / Cf boundary
occurs very near the inflection point in the
benthic curve (i.e., very close to the point
where temperatures begin to rise), it is not
clear that the two precisely coincide and neither the change in midpoint 8180 value nor the
measure of 8180 variability is at all unusual
near the boundary.
Rose (1981) argued that Tiffanian as well as
Clarkforkian alpha diversity was aberrantly
low. If this were true, it would make more
sense in light of evidence that a shift to cooler
climates occurred in the early Paleocene, before the Tiffanian. Maas et al. (1995) concurred, arguing that regional diversity also
was essentially constant during the middle
and late Paleocene (i.e., Tiffanian-Clarkforkian). Gunnell et al. (1995) thought that Clarkforkian faunas evidenced cooler, drier habitats
than later, Wasatchian faunas, and went on to
argue that Clarkforkian diversity may be underrepresented because of sampling biases
that exclude many small species.
A simple relationship between climate and
diversity would predict low diversity in the
cooler Tiffanian and steadily rising diversity
afterwards. In our data, though, diversity
crashes suddenly after the Tiffanian-which
raises reasonable doubts about the reliability
of both our biotic and our climatic data sets.
However, our marine isotope data are strongly
supported by leaf-margin analyses (Wing et
al. 1995; Wilf 1997, 2000), which show clear evidence for warming between the Tiffanian and
Clarkforkian in the same northern Rocky
Mountains region as the mammal faunas studied by Rose (1981), Gunnell et al. (1995), and
Maas et al. (1995).
As for the diversity data: (1) a drop going
into the Clarkforkian is present in all earlier
versions of our data set (Alroy 1996, 1998d),
even including one that was not corrected for
sampling effects (Wing et al. 1995); (2) several
high-quality Clarkforkian faunas such as
those of Rose (1981) are included in our analyses; (3) there is no evidence for undersampling of small species in the form of any large,
sudden shift in any of the body mass moment

statistics between the 58.5- and 57.5-Ma bins;
and (4) likewise, proportional volatility is low
throughout the late Tiffanian and Clarkforkian, and small groups like the Insectivora do
not experience a major drop in relative diversity-at 57 Ma they actually constitute 12.9%
of the fauna, which is a bit higher than their
Cenozoic mean of 9.9%.
If our data are meaningful, then how could
a gradual warming trend have resulted in a
sudden, dramatic diversity crash? One possible scenario is that warming may have led to
the northward shift of a mammal community
that heretofore was restricted to the very
southern margin of North America. Perhaps
this subtropical community was depauperate
because of the small geographic area of the biome it occupied prior to the Clarkforkian
(most of Central America would not emerge
for another 55 m.y.). We find this argument ad
hoc. Furthermore, it has been argued that
southern limits of Recent mammals are set in
large part not by climatic conditions, but by
biotic interactions (Kaufman 1995). If this
speculation is correct, then Tiffanian holdover
species might have persisted in situ even as a
set of more warm-adapted species immigrated from the south-so the addition of even a
depauperate subtropical fauna could have increased, not decreased, standing diversity. In
summary, we believe that the Clarkforkian diversity crash is a legitimate biological mystery
that remains to be solved.
2. The Clarkforkian/Wasatchian (Cf/Wa)
boundary is marked by a major ordinal replacement event: true primates, hyaenodontid
creodonts, artiodactyls, and perissodactyls all
make their first appearance in North America
(Gingerich 1989; Clyde and Gingerich 1998).
The proportional volatility G-statistic (Fig. 4F)
is one of two truly extreme values in the data
set and shows clearly that this event goes beyond the limits of background turnover. In addition, the body mass data show that the
boundary is close to a large drop in the standard deviation (-0.301: 54.5-Ma bin) and the
largest increase in kurtosis (+1.478: 53.5-Ma
bin) in the entire record (Fig. 5B,D). These statistics record the filling of the middle body
size range by members of each of the new
groups.
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The Cf/Wa boundary coincides with the
marine bin (55.5 Ma) that has the second highest standard deviation (0.467, which is more
than two standard deviations above the mean)
and by far and away the highest detrended
standard deviation (+0.307). This portion of
the Paleogene is well sampled in the marine
record, so it is very unlikely that the high value is an artifact of insufficient sampling. Rather, it reflects the extremely unusual 8180 values associated with a warm climatic excursion
at 55 Ma (Kennett and Stott 1991). Our million-year binning is too coarse to illustrate the
event, but the climatic transient is large
enough to increase observed variability for the
entire million-year block. Highly resolved biostratigraphic, chronostratigraphic, and paleoclimatic analyses from the western United
States show that changes in the relative diversity of orders and in the body size distribution
are precisely coincident with the climatic transient (Koch et al. 1992; Clyde and Gingerich
1998). However, even at this coarse temporal
scale the relationship between climatic change
and faunal response is obvious.
The proximate links between climate
change and turnover at the Paleocene /Eocene
boundary remain obscure. The warming at
this boundary is extremely rapid (<30,000
years [Bains et al. 1999; Norris and Rohl
1999]), and some of the mammalian first appearances are tightly coupled to the warming
(Koch et al. 1992). As a consequence, many
workers have focused on immigration, rather
than in situ evolution, as a primary factor in
this turnover (Gingerich 1989; Krause and
Maas 1990; Beard 1998; Clyde and Gingerich
1998). Under this scenario, the appearance
event at the Paleocene / Eocene boundary in
the Holarctic continents is thought to reflect
rapid faunal homogenization via high-latitude land bridges that is facilitated by extreme
high-latitude warming, though the ultimate
source of these immigrants is debated (Gingerich 1989; Koch et al. 1992; Beard 1998;
Hooker 1998).
Despite the addition of these potential immigrant taxa, the biotic transition at the Paleocene/Eocene boundary in North America is
actually dominated by the products of in situ
cladogenesis immediately following the cli-
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matic transient. Sampling-standardized data
show that primates, artiodactyls, and perissodactyls (the three new orders) together constitute 14.3% of the fauna by 55 Ma and 18.6%
by 54 Ma, and raw data show that at least 121
and 117 species existed at these two times.
Thus, four or five founding species in these
groups quickly gave rise to dozens of others.
If cladogenesis in these groups had proceeded
at background rates instead, the immigration
events would have appeared to be completely
unremarkable.
3. The early Uintan, and to some extent the
preceding Bridgerian, is marked by yet another major ordinal shift, as primates and "condylarths" decline while artiodactyls and perissodactyls increase. The clearest evidence
here is a series of elevated proportional volatility G-values throughout the mid-Eocene,
with particularly high values for the 46.5-,
44.5-, 43.5-, and 42.5-Ma bins. With respect to
patterns in body size, the key 44.5 early Uintan bin includes the third-largest increase in
the mean (+1.102), the fifth-largest standard
deviation increase (+0.307), and the fifth-biggest drop in skewness (-0.407), all of which
indicate a trade-off between medium- and
large-sized mammals. Turnover rates per se
are not remarkable, but the data set's secondhighest net diversification value is in the 49.5Ma bin (i.e., earliest Bridgerian), which puts
diversity at the levels it maintained throughout most of the Eocene. Many of these quantitative measures track the loss of primates,
which creates a gap in the middle of the body
size distribution. The unusual pattern of taxonomic turnover and body mass change
around 45-44 Ma qualifies as a bona fide ecological transition, one with few or no parallels
elsewhere in the record. Whether the transition corresponded to a single, abrupt extinction event or a gradual replacement lasting
several million years is not yet determinable.
At first inspection, the isotopic standard deviation and detrended standard deviation values for this interval seem to be absolutely typical. The rate of change is one standard deviation higher than the mean for the two blocks
between 48.5 and 46.5 Ma, and is positive, but
much closer to the mean in the temporal
blocks bracketing this interval. In addition to
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these slightly higher than normal rates of s880
increase, this portion of the record is conspicuous for being the first long interval after the
earliest Paleocene (immediately prior to our
first isotopic records at 60 Ma) in which s880
values steadily increase. In other words, the
time period from -49.5 to 44.5 Ma represents
the first sustained, significant pulse of global
cooling experienced by mammals in the Cenozoic. While no single 1.0-m.y.-long block
was highly unusual, the aggregate effect of climate change in this interval was to present the
presumably warm/wet adapted faunas of the
latest Paleocene-early Eocene with a cooler
world. A plausible argument could be made
that this trend included an increase in seasonality, a decrease in precipitation and temperature, or both.
In the Recent, primates and mammalian arboreal folivores/ frugivores are most diverse
in tropical areas with low seasonality and
high mean annual precipitation and temperature, whereas tropical ungulates dominate in
areas with greater seasonality and lower precipitation (Gunnell et al. 1995; Gagnon 1997).
The fact that mammalian data for just a few
1.0-m.y. intervals signal such a major transition suggests that if environmental factors
were important, the biotic response involved
a nonlinear threshold effect: perhaps a critical
amount of environmental deterioration resulted in primates no longer being able to prosper
and artiodactyls and perissodactyls suddenly
being able to radiate.
4. The mid-Oligocene is a period of substantial diversification following a long interval, going back arguably to the end of the midEocene upheaval at about 41 Ma, that witnessed exceptionally low regional diversity
(Alroy 1996). Although visually dramatic, the
mid-Oligocene diversification is hard to pin
down to a particular bin. Instead, modest but
consistent net diversification in each bin from
31 to 28 Ma boosts diversity by some 49%.
Apart from this run, late Oligocene origination, extinction, volatility, and total-turnover
rates are not very remarkable. However, the
28.5-Ma bin does have the highest proportional volatility G-statistic in the study interval
(33.964). Body mass data record nothing of
great interest, with all of the small shifts dur-

ing the late Oligocene being rendered dubious
by persistently low counts of measured species. Thus, the shifts may reflect variable reporting of small mammals like insectivorans
and small rodents.
There is strong evidence for significant climate change in this interval. The 28.5-Ma bin
records the third-highest detrended standard
deviation value (+0.173), and the standard deviation seems high in general throughout the
late Oligocene (Fig. 1D, E). The single largest
decrease in the midpoint 8180 value separates
the 26.5- and 25.5-Ma bins. Unfortunately,
poor faunal correlations make it hard to say
which of these isotopic shifts, if either, correlates with the mammalian diversification. In
any event, the implied melting of ice sheets
and / or global warming event that is indicated
by these data marks the beginning of an isotope plateau that persists until perhaps the
mid-Miocene, at which point isotope values
again begin to climb steadily.
Here, as across the Paleocene / Eocene
boundary, there is evidence for both an ameliorating climate and an increase in diversity.
However, the mechanism is profoundly different. This time there is no evidence for the immigration of important new taxonomic
groups, and shifts in ordinal dominance are
short lived: a relative increase in rodent and
carnivoran diversity at the expense of insectivorans, perissodactyls, and arguably artiododactyls, all of which is reversed within a
few million years. These shifts could conceivably relate to the monographic bias that is suggested by the body mass data. Another source
of worry is the fact that the late Oligocene data
include extensive faunal lists from the West
Coast (i.e., the John Day area) in addition to
the northern Great Plains, whereas the early
Oligocene data are heavily concentrated in the
Great Plains region. Despite these concerns
about data quality, we do believe that the easily visible, half-again increase in regional diversity between the early and late Oligocene
is real. Understanding the exact nature of this
biotic response will require obtaining much
better paleoecological and taxonomic data
than are currently available in the published
literature.
5. The last conspicuous set of mammalian
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events occurred in the late Miocene and Pliocene, from -7 to 4 Ma. Here it is hard to tell
whether one or more distinct events are involved. A very important shift in body mass
distributions occurs going into the 6.5-Ma bin,
with the time series' third-largest drop in the
mean (-0.955) and biggest increase in skewness (+ 0.488); the preceding bin witnesses another large drop in the mean (-0.898) and the
second-largest decrease in kurtosis (-0.661).
Some of these patterns may reflect sampling
biases-small mammal faunas are unusually
poor during the preceding several million
years. However, the drop in the mean and increase in skewness both mark long-term transitions between the first and second halves of
the Neogene, and are therefore likely to be biologically meaningful.
A second pattern involves high turnover
very close to the Miocene/ Pliocene boundary,
which may or may not be independent. The
last two Miocene bins (6.5 and 5.5 Ma) witness
a pair of high extinction values (0.284, 0.316),
and diversity crashes quite noticeably from 64
species at 7 Ma to 50 at 5 Ma. Immediately
afterwards there is a sharp recovery to 67 species, marked by the data set's second-highest
origination value (+0.476) and a high proportional volatility G-statistic (17.336). Although
another spike in diversity at the very end of
the time series is visible, this may be attributable to a "pull of the Recent" or some other
residual bias.
Essentially, the data suggest that something
fundamental sets off the large mammal-rich
faunas of the late Miocene from the Pliocene
and Pleistocene. The exact timing and nature
of this transition remain to be documented in
more detail.
Here the marine isotope records are truly
unexceptional. Values for rate of change are
quite low before 3 Ma, and both versions of
the standard deviation values are also completely typical. The only marine "event" is a
rapid increase in midpoint 8180 at 13.5 Ma,
well before diversity starts to decline. After
this event, the entire late Miocene was marked
by steadily increasing

8180 values.

Given available data from benthic foraminifera, there is no reason to suppose that this
was an interval of sudden change in the phys-
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ical environment: 8180 values do rise throughout the late Miocene as they did during the
mid-to-late Eocene, but in general more slowly. Unlike the latter situation, a large fraction
of the late Miocene rise almost certainly reflects an ice volume increase in addition to
cooling. Interestingly, the late Miocene did
witness the global expansion of C4 plants in
low-to-middle terrestrial ecosystems. Cerling
et al. (1997) have argued that this expansion
was linked to a decline in pCO2 levels below
some critical threshold, but several lines of
geochemical and paleobotanical data have
failed to support their conjecture (van der
Burgh et al. 1993; Palmer et al. 1998; Pagani et
al. 1999). Whatever its source, however, the expansion of C4 plants may have had a negative
impact on mammal faunas. C4 plants have
lower protein levels, are less digestible, and
are richer in phytoliths than C3 plants (see
discussions in Koch 1998 and Stanley 1998).
Several authors have suggested that one or all
of these factors may have contributed to extinctions and faunal change in the late Miocene (Cerling et al. 1998; Koch 1998; Stanley
1998), although no rigorous tests of these hypotheses have been conducted.
In summary, we found an association between unusual climatic states and unusual biotic states at two times: across the Paleocene/
Eocene boundary and in the mid-Oligocene.
One other critical interval in the biotic record
(early Uintan) occurs during a time of prolonged and somewhat more rapid climate deterioration, but there is no clear link to any
truly severe climate event. The two remaining
critical biotic intervals (Tiffanian/ Clarkforkian; late Miocene/Pliocene) show no clear association with unusual climate states at all.
Discussion
Our results are clear in demonstrating that
major changes in the mammalian biota, as
measured by origination and extinction rates,
proportional taxonomic turnover, and body
size, are not linearly forced by the changes in
global climate recorded in benthic isotope
data. We see evidence for an association between climate and only two of the five critical
transitions in the mammalian biota: the Paleocene/Eocene reorganization documented by
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Gingerich (1989) and Clyde and Gingerich have shown that similar isotope signals are
(1998), and the mid-Oligocene diversification seen in both continental and marine records
that we illustrated above. One other important for narrowly defined intervals of Cenozoic
episode of mammalian turnover-also in the time (e.g., around the Paleocene/Eocene
Eocene-appears to occur near the beginning boundary [Fricke et al. 1998; Bao et al. 1999]).
of a long-term, unidirectional shift in climate. Furthermore, the existing terrestrial climate
These three intervals show no consistent pat- proxy data (Wolfe 1994; Wing et al. 1995; Bao
tern. One involves diversification without et al. 1999; Wilf 2000) seem to show a reasonmarked immigration (mid-Oligocene), anoth- able match to the marine records, with key clier both diversification and immigration (Pa- mate shifts like the late Eocene deterioration
leocene-Eocene), and the third shifts in body turning up in both arenas.
mass distributions and taxonomic composiAnother concern is our lack of a marine retion that don't relate to long-term changes in cord that in any way serves as a quantitative
taxonomic diversity (early Uintan).
proxy for mean annual precipitation, which
Most importantly, these isolated events fail might be very important in structuring mamto match up with our isotope records in any malian communities. Increasingly sophisticatsimple way. The presumed warming events ed analyses of leaf physiognomic data (Wilf et
(Paleocene / Eocene; mid-Oligocene) match al. 1998) should eventually make it possible to
with increases in diversity, but the basic mech- get at this issue. For the moment, we will note
anisms are fundamentally different: immigra- merely that available paleobotanical data
tion and an attendant pulse of cladogenesis in seem to point to a crude correlation between
the first case, simple cladogenesis in the sec- mean annual temperature and mean annual
ond. The presumed mid-Eocene cooling event precipitation: early Cenozoic climates were
had a very different impact-a permanent and warm and wet, late Cenozoic climates colder
and drier. Seasonality of temperature and preprofound shift in the biota's ecomorphological
character (Uintan).
cipitation also may be captured in part by
the
fact
that
the
and
mean
both
Despite
isotope
temperature records. Therefore, we susmammal data sets are robust, we acknowl- pect that a good precipitation record would
edge that future research might show more not change our results substantially, but we
subtle connections between climate and evo- strongly encourage this kind of future relution than we have been able to prove. The search.
The crudeness of using isotope data as our
major reason for concern is that our data do
not directly address the key climate variables sole climate indicator is not the only potential
that structure terrestrial ecosystems. To begin shortcoming of our analysis: we would be the
with, there is a reasonable concern that marine first to admit that our mammalian time series
isotope data may do a poor job of recording do not necessarily capture every important asmean annual temperature trends in continen- pect of paleoecological change. For example,
tal interiors, or even in ocean basins (Lear et we have not been able to examine changes in
al. 2000). The decoupling of the marine iso- alpha (local-scale) diversity, beta (among-retope record from continental climate change gion) diversity, and ecomorphological diverwas likely to have been more severe in the sity. Stucky (1990) suggested that a major
Neogene because of the growing impact of drop in alpha diversity took place somewhere
continental ice sheets on the isotope records. close to the Eocene/Oligocene boundary,
Thus, events like the mid-Oligocene diversi- which also marks a major global climate shift.
fication could in theory be tied to continental Van Valkenburgh and Janis (1993) made a reaclimatic changes that are not reflected, or are sonable case for gradual decreases in beta dionly very weakly reflected, in the marine data. versity through time. Although there are some
We believe, however, that the use of marine concerns that their approach might be infludata as a proxy is fairly well justified, espe- enced by spatial variation in sampling intencially in the Paleogene-which contains most sity and other effects, it is likely that a more
of the critical biotic intervals. Several studies detailed study would yield a statistically in-
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formative beta diversity time series. Janis and
Wilhelm (1993) showed quantitatively that locomotor adaptations in ungulates and carnivores have evolved greatly during the Tertiary,
with ungulates quickly adopting their modern
cursorial strategy but carnivores lagging far
behind. Hunter and Jernvall (1995) and Jernvall et al. (1996) showed that dental morphology evolved quickly in the early Paleogene
and remained largely static through the middle and late Cenozoic, which might relate to
increasing dietary specialization as mammalian lineages abandoned generalized omnivory in favor of herbivory or carnivory. All of
these patterns could be influenced by climate
trends.
Additional ecological indicators could and
should be analyzed in future studies. However, we have reason to believe that few surprises would result. Stucky (1990) did not attempt to illustrate variation in alpha diversity
within the Paleocene-Eocene, or the Oligocene-Neogene. Preliminary data of the same
kind suggest that very little such variation exists, and therefore that the Eocene/Oligocene
drop in alpha diversity is another singular paleoecological transition of the same kind as
the mid-Eocene changeover of ordinal groups
and opening of a gap in the body size distribution. Therefore, a general correlation with
long-term climate change is unlikely to be
demonstrated. We are similarly skeptical
about being able to demonstrate fine-scale variation in beta diversity; most sampling
throughout the Tertiary is restricted to the
Western Interior of the United states, an area
hardly large enough to encompass significant
amounts of biogeographic turnover.
Finally, ecomorphological shifts such as increasing dietary and locomotor specialization
are of great interest, but we suspect that our
analysis of proportional volatility has captured the key ecomorphological transition
that is to be found in the western North American record: the loss of the arboreal frugivore/
folivore guild and greatly increased richness
of the terrestrial large herbivore guild in the
middle Eocene. This interpretation is consistent with the data of Janis and Wilhelm (1993),
Hunter and Jernvall (1995), and Jernvall et al.
(1996), all of which suggest rapid ecomor-
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phological transitions during the Eocene.
Thus, the mid-Eocene diversification of ungulates was probably related to their cursorial
locomotor adaptations (Janis and Wilhelm
1993), well-developed hypocones (Hunter and
Jernvall 1995), and selenodont and lophodont
dentitions (Jernvall et al. 1996). The climatic
deterioration following the Eocene thermal
maximum probably played a part in this diversification, but the actual dynamics may
have been rooted in evolutionary and ecological interactions among component taxa.
Conclusion
The idea that organisms ride passively on
an evolutionary vehicle driven by global climate change has pervaded the paleontological
literature for two centuries. Nothing in paleobiology seems to be much harder than testing
such a hypothesis rigorously. Taxonomic richness is notoriously hard to quantify, with sampling biases potentially obscuring any real
trends. Turnover rates turn out to be conceptually slippery, with most commonly used
metrics having serious methodological shortcomings (Foote 2000). Ecomorphological
trends cannot be studied objectively without
obtaining exhaustive, hard-won morphometric data sets. Temporal correlations in the terrestrial realm are difficult and traditional
timescales are so coarse as to be almost useless. Finally, despite decades of work collecting isotopic data we are only now beginning
to understand the intimate details of climate
trends throughout the entire Cenozoic.
In light of these problems, it is not really
surprising that our efforts have yielded no
strong evidence in support of the traditional
climate-evolution scenario. Still, though, we
feel that we have done everything imaginable
to make our analysis rigorous and quantitative, and to remove every important statistical
and conceptual bias from our representation
of the data. Even the fact that we have worked
mostly at one spatial scale is simply a necessary consequence of (1) the dense geographic
concentration of the data and (2) the difficulty
of computing precise statistics, such as moments of body mass distributions, using local
assemblage data (Alroy 2000).
More importantly, this and other studies
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(Alroy 1996, 1998b,d) have shown that much
of mammalian evolution can be explained by
intrinsic dynamics: species richness tracks an
equilibrium throughout most of the Cenozoic;
extinction events are rare; major orders maintain roughly proportionate diversity levels for
tens of millions of years; and body mass distributions slowly move to equilibrium points.
All of these features suggest the importance of
biological factors like competition, escape
from predation, and perhaps biomechanical
and physiological optimality over and above
the more unpredictable influences of climate.
We therefore would be very surprised to see
our results completely overturned by a new
analysis comparing terrestrial vertebrate data
with quantitative climate indicators, even if
the climate data were derived solely from continental records. Thus, the key question raised
by our analyses is not whether data quality
problems may have caused us to overlook
some hidden climatic effect, but rather why
paleobiologists have traditionally been so
willing to embrace climate-driven evolutionary scenarios.
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